
PORTRAITUREFriendship

white room studio



*Prices are Inclusive of GST

Friendship Studio Portraiture Collection   
$490*

1.5 hours studio session, up to 4 pax/pet
viewing session of curated photographs 

8”x12” (1 print)
5”x7” (3 prints)

soft copies of these 4 prints
(printable to 5”x7”)

customize your shoot
weekend & public holiday shoot fee $100
outdoor/home shoot fee  $150
more than 4pax    $20/pax
professional makeup & basic hairstyling (subject to availability) $100/pax
professional makeup & glam hairstyling $200/pax



Cherish those special moments White Room Studio 
created for you forever in digital format. 

individual retouched soft copy

WRS Signature Retouched Soft Copy (5”x7”, 300dpi)              $85 (per photograph)
WRS Signature Retouched Soft Copy (8”x12”, 300dpi)           $125 (per photograph)

usb bottle of memories
Each family session produces 50 to 70 photographs enhanced with our signature style.

Enhanced Soft Copies in USB (5”x7.5”, 300dpi)                     $1,590 (per session)
Enhanced Soft Copies in USB (8”x12”, 300dpi)                        $1,990 (per session)

MEMORIES
Digital



White Room Studio takes pride in the work we produce, and we use only the 
finest framing gallery to frame your photographs.

Conservation framing gives you archival quality frames where by photos will 
not fade over decades. There are very few conservation framing galleries in 

Singapore, and are used by museums and art galleries.

conservation frames 
Frames start from $200, please speak with us for a bespoke design.

  
photographic prints 

(in inches)

5   x  7      
6   x 9      
8   x 12    
10 x 14    
12 x 16    
14  x 20    
16 x 24    
20 x 30    

$60
$80
$100
$150
$250
$300
$400
$500

AND PRINTFrame



From imported archival and textured cotton canvases, to professional Epson 
inks. From sophisticated lamination techniques which fade-proof canvases for 

75 years or more, to the warp-resistant Meranti wood sourced from 
renewable forests profiled to protect your canvases.

White Room Studio uses only the highest quality canvas we can source in 
Singapore for you. 

wall art canvases
(in inches)

      

12 x 16         
14 x 20        
16 x 24         
20 x 30         
24 x 36         
28 x 42        
32 x 48 

$390
$490
$590
$690
$790
$990
$1,190

Canvas



Printing on metal is the modern way of representing your images, 
offering truly stunning images. Archival inks are infused with heat 
into Chromaluxe aluminium, creating a scratch resistant surface.

metal wall display
(in inches)

      

Square 
8 x 8      $290
12 x 12     $390
16 x 16     $490 
20 x 20     $690
24 x 24     $890
30 x 30      $1,090
36 x 36     $1,290

Rectangle 
8 x 10      $290
12 x 18     $490
16 x 24     $690
20 x 30         $890 
24 x 35     $1,090
30 x 39     $1,290
36 x 47     $1,490

Panorama 
10 x 30      $690
15 x 47     $890
20 x 39    $1,090

Metal



 Printing on metal is the modern way of representing your images, offering 
truly stunning images. Archival inks are infused with heat into Chromaluxe  
aluminium, creating a scratch resistant surface. Our Metal Table displays 
come with a beautiful acrylic stand, making it a stunning and timeless way  

to display your photos.

metal table display
(in inches)

      

Square 
6 x 6      $290
8 x 8     $390
12 x 12     $490 

Rectangle 
8 x 12      $290

Circle 
11 inches      $290

MetalTABLE DISPLAY



MOUNT WALL DISPLAYS Crystal Mounts are photos mounted on diamond-polished acrylic sheets, 
ready-to-display on walls. Each photograph is printed using archival inks on 

professional photographic paper,  crafted with the highest quality. 

crystal mount wall display
(in inches)

      

Square 
12 x 12      $390
16 x 16     $490

20 x 20     $690 
24 x 24     $890

30 x 30     $1,190

Rectangle 
12 x 18     $490
16 x 24     $690 
20 x 30     $890
24  x 36    $1,190
28   x 42     $1,390

Panorama 
12 x 24      $590
16 x 32     $790
18 x 36     $890
20 x 40   $1,190

Circle 
12 inches      $390
16 inches     $490
20inches  $690
24inches $890
30inches $1,190

Crystal



White Room Studio’s contemporary table art blocks have maximum 
clarity and weight, thus reflecting more light onto the photograph, making 

them brighter and shine from within.

Art blocks are fashioned from acrylic, freestanding and are perfect as tabletop 
displays on your office desks, bedside tables, and a selection of blocks makes a 
beautiful mantelpiece statement. Best of all, art blocks make great hassle-free 

gifts to send overseas to friends and family. 

table art blocks
(in inches)

6  x 8
8  x  8   
8  x 12
12  x 12

$190
$250
$290
$390

Block

White Room Studio 

Block



Blending the crafts of wood printing and photography, this is an innovative way 
to capture that special memory in an instant that will live on for a long time.

We take a beautiful photographic print and mount it onto a 2cm-thick & raw 
dark-edged timber panel (strong enough to resist moisture and humidity). The 
wood prints are finished with a matte laminate for that extra protection and 

a beautiful soft finish.

 nordic wood display
(in inches)

Circle 
12 inches $290
15 inches $390

Rounded Square
12  x  12   $290
15  x  15   $390

Rounded Rectangle
  10  x  15  $290
  14  x  21  $490

Wood



White Room Studio designs the most beautiful bespoke coffee table books.
The designs showcase the beautiful photographs taken by White Room Studio 

in a minimalistic style, allowing the photographs to speak for themselves. 
No tacky and obtrusive illustrations, no outdated and meaningless words. 

Every bespoke album is individually curated by us.

Our album maker crafts fine art albums which last for generations. 
All books are hand-stitched and printed on fine art paper with archival inks. 

You will have the most beautiful piece of artwork that preserves the special 
memories shared with White Room Studio.

(in inches)

 10 x 10 coffee table book         $1,750
starts from 20 pages, bespoke design with 24 beautifully retouched photographs

Additional page at $85/pg, ratio of 1.2 photos/pg

  12 x 12 coffee table book         $1,950
starts from 20 pages, bespoke design with 24 beautifully retouched photographs

Additional page at $95/pg, ratio of 1.2 photos/pg

TABLE BOOKS
Coffee

Scan to explore 
our creations


